Assessment Update
for the Business, Culinary, Hospitality and Legal Cluster
The start of our journey..

With Sharoh and Kristie guiding the way, the counselors developed and adopted our two Student Development Outcomes (SDOs) in December 1, 2005.
The start of our journey..

The BLCH cluster began meeting summer 2009 to determine what and how we would assess our campus wide counseling faculty SDOs as they relate to our career and technical programs.
The journey continues…

We realized that some of our competencies were too complex and would be difficult to assess, so we simplified them in order to be create reasonable assessment strategies.

Sample of original SWIBAT:
Student will be able to make a decision about their career pathway.
Lessons along the way...

We thank Kristine Corey-Smith for her guidance. She reminded us that the process:

- Is for evaluation purposes and focuses on improvement
- Helps to determine whether we want to keep, modify, or delete what we are doing and why.

Mahalo Kristine!